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FALLON FIELD PLAYGROUND  
COMMUNITY MEETING #2 
MEETING NOTES 
 
DATE: 2.4.15 @ 6:30pm 
 
LOCATION: ROSLINDALE COMMUNITY CENTER 
 
PRESENTERS:  Cathy Baker-Eclipse (CBE) | Boston Parks & Recreation Department 
   Eugene R. Bolinger (ERB) | Weston & Sampson 
   Cherilyn F. Ruane (CFR) | Weston & Sampson 
 
 
PRESENTATION: 
 
 CBE opened the meeting with introductions, described the project schedule, and progress thus far. 

The next community meeting is scheduled for 3/3/15 (3/4/15 rain date). The project will be bid in the 
summer and construction will begin in the early fall. 

 
 ERB reviewed existing site conditions, opportunities and constraints as well as summarized the 

outcome of the prior community meeting. 
 
 CFR described three concepts for park improvements. 

 
 
GENERAL COMMENTS: 
 
 What is the square footage of the existing play footprint versus proposed?  

Answer: Existing footprint (including perimeter path) = 11,035 sf 
 Concept A – 12,365 sf 
 Concept B – 14,066 sf 
 Concept C – 19,480 sf  

 Immediate space next to the hockey area is hostile (high wall and fence). 
 What are the big ticket items? 

o Cost will be better gauged with the preferred plan. 
o An expanded footprint 
o Earthwork, grading efforts beyond the use of the existing slope 
o Some of the larger play equipment 

 Geotechnical testing may be required to learn more about subsurface conditions. On older record 
drawing, there is indication of ledge, which will impact the design and has cost implications. 

 
SAND & WATER PLAY 
 
 Some residents’ kids love sand for its imaginative and tactile play opportunities, but it can be 

achieved in other ways, such as with wood chips or through water play. 
 There are no other splash pads in the vicinity. 
 Some concerned about long-term maintenance of sand comingling with water. Sand could 
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potentially clog drains and the splash pad would be unusable until fixed by the City.  
o CBE – Sand impacts the integrity of poured-in-place rubber safety surfacing used in 

playgrounds. Splash pad water will not pool, but drain off from the pad quickly. 
 CBE – Many communities are moving away from including sand in their parks. Can CBE provide 

research on the public health implications of the use of sand in playgrounds? 
 Boulders could be used as separation between sand and water. 
 The sand area could become smaller. 

 
PLAY 
 
 Embankment slides have been used at Mothers Rest and will be at Hemenway Park and were 

widely endorsed for Fallon by the attendees. 
 The only swings in all of Roslindale reside at this playground; let’s make sure they serve infants and 

toddlers as well as older kids. 
 Of all three schemes, Scheme A was supported the most. The compact footprint and highly 

programmed slope / spine of the site were endorsed.  
 Elevation change is very appealing. Make use of multiple levels (but don’t stretch the play area out 

too far or too close to South Street). Fallon is unique for this and utilizing the grade within the 
playground makes this design fit only for Fallon. 

 Minimal duplication of play equipment/ features is preferred. 
 Natural, vegetated space inside the play area is preferred; kids use shrubs in imaginative play. 

o Offers buffering from the courts 
o Beyond the existing pin oaks, the play space now is barren. 
o Vegetation adds to the natural feel and softens the space. 
o Blueberry bushes for edible landscape components? 
o Residents understand that low growing vegetation creates a potential maintenance issue. 

 
ADULT USE 
 
 Envisioned adult exercise equipment integrated into a perimeter path. 
 Concern that there is not critical mass for adult equipment. Ping pong would be more widely used. 

 
CONCEPT A – PURPLE SCHEME 
 
 Concept A is much easier to grasp than Concept B or C. 
 Play experience feels very integrated. 
 Not all kids can use rope swings. Form of the rope swing is visually striking, but if they are to be 

included, a variety of swings should be incorporated into the space as well. (Brewer Street Tot Lot 
referenced.) 

 Play features that use multiple levels are preferred. 
 Potential for stadium seating to serve as a ‘home base’ is very appealing (e.g. performance space, 

centralized location for caregivers, birthday parties) 
o Materials used in the past have been acetylated wood, cast-in-place concrete, salvaged 

granite blocks among others. It should withstand the elements and heavy use, so only the 
most durable material will be used. 

 A play house should include some interest inside, such as a countertop and/or benches. 
 
CONCEPT B – ORANGE SCHEME 
 
 Pull the footprint back from the street. 
 Greater separation from courts is preferred. 
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 Rocks and Ropes play element is great for imaginative play and play for all ages. Little kids can still 
grab onto ropes touching the ground while bigger kids take risks by climbing up to the top and 
through the different boulders. 

 Playground seems too close to South Street. Buffer trees will take years to grow in. 
 Baby swings are essential. T-frame swings for little kids are preferred. 
 Possible to do a ropes course through the existing pin oaks? 

o CFR – Need more trees to make a ropes course interesting and robust. Urban condition is 
already stress enough for the trees. 

o CBE – Possible integration of a cable walk. 
 One slope incorporates five play elements, which is a great use of square footage. 
 Climbers shown are interesting. 
 Maze benches were not preferred, although the ability to look in multiple directions was noted. 

These have potential to add play value in any other kind of space.  
 
CONCEPT C – BLUE SCHEME 
 
 Good location for adult exercise in that it is near the basketball court, but separated somewhat from 

the more active play zone. 
 This concept for a naturalized splash pad was widely endorsed. Kids can climb boulders and 

engage with water simultaneously. 
 CFR – Beyond adult exercise equipment, other communities have incorporated chess tables or 

bocce for adults, although there is not enough space here to include the bocce footprint. 
o Residents have seen seniors playing dominoes. A table with chairs, or flat surface, was 

suggested. 
 Picnic grove is location is preferred, capturing views across the entire park. 

o Is there an opportunity to incorporate other types of seating into the picnic grove? 
o Can the picnic grove become more appealing for kids? Incorporate play value? 

 Retaining the existing 5-12 yr. structure frees up dollars to be used elsewhere, but it may look tired 
next to an entirely refurbished playground. Today, the play structure is 15 years old. By the time the 
playground will undergo renovation once again, the play equipment will be 30 years old and very 
much beyond its ability to provide safe opportunities for play. 

o Possible to relocate the 5-12 yr. play structure to Healy Field? 
 Balance beams are not preferred. Preference toward contemporary, naturalized aesthetic. 

 
 
End of Notes. cbb 


